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How to prepare your manuscript for hard copy print.   

1. Fonts: In general, stick with Times New Roman or another clean serif font at 11 or 12-point size, and write 
in black (unless your project is in color). Additional text elements like bold, italics, and underlining, are 
fine, but stay away from strange characters in your manuscript. Let the designer know how and where 
such will be used. The designer will let you know if this constitutes “extra handling”. 

2. Tabs: Tab keys or spacebar to create paragraph indents in your manuscript are NO-NOs. Let your 
designer know if you want first line indents or not. Or, learn how to set this up in your word processing 
program. 

3. Line-Spacing: You can use extra-wide line-spacing. This is fine for ease in the editing process. However, 
once you’re ready to output a final manuscript, make sure you change the line-spacing to 1.  

4. Double-Spacing: Double hitting the spacebar after periods and colons and other punctuation is a NO-
NO. Double hitting the enter key between paragraphs is also a NO-NO. A single enter key at the end of 
each paragraph is the correct action. Additional spacing after each paragraph can be added globally later 
if necessary. Let the designer know if there needs to be extra spacing within chapters. 

5. Page Breaks: Extra enter keys for spacing is a NO-NO. Instead insert a page break from the insert menu 
to force page breaks between chapters.  

6. Text Justification: Unless you use a special layout for something like poetry, Left Justified is a NO-NO for 
manuscript set up. Leave text justification alone and let your designer know your preference for Left or 
Left Justified type. 

7. Images: For images in your book, make sure you have the proper permissions to do so. You must secure 
permission from the copyright holder; crediting the source of a copyrighted image in your book is 
insufficient. Using images that are too low resolution and/or are smaller than the spot they will hold are 
both problems. You need to find a balance between good resolution and adequate file size. Email your 
images separately as jpgs, eps, tiff or psd. We will let you know if the resolution and size is correct. 

8. Front and Back Matter: Include “front and back matter” in your completed manuscript. Front matter can 
include: title page, copyright page, half title page, dedications, acknowledgements, forewords, other 
books by this author, and prefaces. Back matter may include: about the author page, appendixes, 
bibliographies, indexes, and glossaries. It’s up to you what to include and should be thought out ahead of 
time to include in the completed manuscript prior to the formatting phase.  

9. Indexes, footnotes, endnotes, bibliographies: Provide the index as a list of alphabetized words in a 
separate document. Include footnotes and endnotes just as they come together in your Word document. 
Use consistent formatting in bibliographies. 

10. Hyperlinks: Remove any hyperlinks created by your word program if your manuscript is for print. For 
ebooks you can leave the hyperlinks. 

11. Extra text boxes: For things like “pull quotes” or boxed out text, adding text boxes in a NO-NO. Simply 
designate the text you’d like formatted this way, such as putting less than or greater than signs around it. 
EX: < “In the beginning God created…:> 

12. Other: The designer will look at your manuscript and if there is something that requires “extra handling” 
the designer will discuss the options with you. It might be things like tables, columns, side bars, etc. 
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